Abstract: This paper proposes a distributed target tracking solution using a team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) equipped with low-cost visual sensors capable of measuring targets bearing information only. The team of UAVs moves along circular orbits and uses consensus-based distributed Kalman Filtering to identify the position of the target. We show that the centre of the orbit eventually converges to the target position using theoretical arguments and extensive simulation data. By using the same approach, we can solve the rendezvous problem: the team first scans an area in search of a target; as soon as one of the UAVs spots, the other components converge on the target position.
Introduction
The use of mini-and micro-UAVs (such as quad-rotors) is a promising solution to identify, monitor and (where required) track the position of a moving target [1] . The recent scientific literature has documented a wide range of applications, such as structural monitoring [2] , fault detection occurring on airspeed sensors [3] , and target tracking and encircling [4, 5] . Our main goal in this paper is to show a strategy for the development of low cost and flexible UAV tracking applications using on board vision. This idea is certainly not novel [6] [7] [8] , since visual sensors have considerable advantages: the limited cost, the ability to identify the target through image analysis and the possibility to exploit the same sensor for multiple purposes. Our main point is that in order to be of practical use, the localisation of the target has to be accurate and robust, e.g., with respect to visual occlusions. To meet these requirements, we use a team of UAVs that exchange information on the target, seek a consensus on its state and move in circular orbits around it.
It is a recognised fact that consensus distributed algorithm can be successfully applied to identify and track targets integrating the observation of multiple networked sensors [9, 10] . The use of a cooperative distributed strategy to seek a stationary source has been championed by Li et al. [11] , who developed a gradient ascent technique to drive the centre of the formation onto the target. Mariottini et al. [12, 13] consider a scenario similar to the one presented in this paper, where a team of UAVs is required to track a mobile target and present a control technique relying on the use of 3D range finders. The same type of sensors are used by Olfati-Saber et al. [14] , who propose a distributed Kalman filter, and by Rus et al. [15] , who consider the UAVs as nodes of a mobile sensor network which have to agree on the presence of a certain event, e.g., a fire in the forest. We see some potential drawbacks in the approaches that operate in 3D space using range information. First, specialised range sensors are quite expensive and difficult to integrate on micro-and mini-UAVs. Second, low cost visual sensors are known to produce noisy measurements when used to extract 3D range information. Third, control applications for UAVs 3D positioning relying on imprecise absolute information have important robustness limitations. Finally, the use of simplified dynamics for the UAVs as in [11] [12] [13] impedes a direct implementation of the solution on real hardware. This paper proposes a distributed target tracking solution which solely exploits the bearing of the target with respect to the forward direction of each agent. This information is easily extracted from the image space using conventional cameras or thermal sensors (e.g., in wildlife monitoring applications) and it is arguably less affected by noise than the range estimation. Our approach is based on a two-phase distributed estimation algorithm combined with a distributed positioning control to increase noise immunity. More specifically, each UAV is controlled so that the target is driven into the centre of the images collected by the different UAVs. As a consequence, the target position can be estimated on the centre of the circular orbit of the UAVs. This algorithm produces correct results even with a single UAV but its performance improves with the number of elements of the team. This number can change in time, and the scalability is guaranteed by the adoption of a distributed coordination strategy with fast convergence. The capability to operate with a varying number of UAVs allows solving a rendezvous problem with the same algorithm.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present some background material and give an overview of the solution. In Sections 3 and 4 we respectively discuss our solution for static and moving targets assuming that the UAVs move over the same circle. In Section 6 we discuss how to drive the position of far UAV into the circle and we show several simulations to prove the effectiveness of the approach in different conditions. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines present and future work directions.
Background Material and Problem Formulation
We consider in this paper a team of n ≥ 1 UAVs (or agents) used to detect and track a target moving in a given environment by means of visual feedback. Each UAV is a quadrotor, for which we adopt the dynamic model introduced by Mahony et al. [16] . We borrow from the same paper the control scheme implementing a trajectory-following algorithm. As a result, we can concentrate on generating desired trajectories and safely assume that they will be followed. In Section 6, we will use explicitly the dynamic model to validate our results in a realistic simulation scenario.
The UAVs are equipped with a camera rigidly mounted on the chassis. The target detection process is performed by an off-the-shelf image processing algorithm. In addition, each UAV is equipped with a GPS receiver for absolute positioning, and with a magnetometer for yaw angle measurement.
UAVs communicate through a wireless link, which is used to set up a distributed control system. The robot team communication is associated with as an undirected graph denoted as G(t) = {E (t), V (t)}. At each time t, V (t) = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the vertex set, with each vertex representing a UAV, and E (t) = {{i, j} | i, j ∈ V } is the edge set, with each edge representing a communication link between two UAVs. The set of neighbours of agent i at time t is N i (t) = {j ∈ V (t) | {i, j} ∈ E (t)}. In practice, N i (t) = {j ∈ V (t) : ξ i (t) − ξ j (t) < C r }, where ξ i (t) ∈ R 3 is the position of the i-th UAV, C r is the communication range of the agents and · the usual Euclidean norm.
Problem Formulation
Let denote with p(t) = [p x (t), p y (t)] T the actual position of the target on the ground with respect to G and withp(t) its estimate given by the team of robots. As depicted in Figure 1 , the UAV camera points down and has a limited field-of-view (FOV). The extrinsic parameters of the camera are assumed to be known.
The quantity measured by each UAV is the bearing angle |η i | ≤ η max (for i = 1, . . . , n) under which the target is seen by the camera. The measurement of the bearing implies a line of sight ambiguity.
Indeed, given one single bearing measure η i (t), the target can be in any position on the line joining the i-th UAV position ξ i (t) = [ξ x i (t), ξ y i (t), ξ z i (t)] T with p(t) (see Figure 2) . We define Equation (1) as the tracking error. Our goal is to minimise
In order to have multiple views on the target taken from different positions, it is convenient to deploy the UAV team on closed orbits around the target [17] . The use of circular orbits has a considerable advantage: If the UAVs move along the same circle and if the target is kept in the centre of the orbit, then all the vision systems sense zero bearing angles. The converse is not always true, as discussed below. Moreover, the circle maximises the amount of information collected by a group of bearing sensor nodes, or by a single node taking multiple measures [17] . If we commit to circular orbits and define the centre of the circle of the i-th UAV asp i (t), the problem can be formalised as follows: given a team of n ≥ 1 UAVs moving in an environment that are able to measure the bearing η i of a given target by means of visual sensors, design a distributed algorithm able to drive all the UAVs on circular orbits having common centresp 1 (t) =p 2 (t) = · · · =p n (t) =p(t) such that the tracking error e p (t) in (1) is minimised. By solving this problem and assuming that the circular orbit has a known radius r, the position p(t) can be easily reconstructed, up to the tracking error (1), using the GPS position and heading (yaw angle) information of the UAVs. We assume that the image plane always points to the centre of the circle, e.g., using a gimbal support. For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we also assume that the centre line of the image plane is aligned with the circle centre during the bearing angle measurement process, as depicted in Figure 1. 
Solution Strategy
The proposed solution is organised in two steps. The UAVs are initially randomly deployed in the environment. In the first step, they start patrolling the area by moving independently from each other and at the same altitude. The patrolling strategy used in this phase is not actually relevant to this paper and the drones can be guided by any strategy ensuring collision avoidance (see [16] for an overview on quadrotor motion control). As soon as one of the UAV detects the target, it begins to take bearing measurements. At that time, the distributed strategy also begins and all the UAVs having the target within the communication range start sharing the information and eventually converge on the same orbit.
We will start our analysis by showing how the algorithm works for UAVs collecting bearing measures. In what follows, we will first present the solution for static targets (i.e., whenṗ(t) = 0) and then the extension to dynamic targets (i.e., whenṗ(t) = 0). Finally, we will show how the target localisation algorithm can be used to produce a rendezvous on the same circle.
Distributed Visual Servoing: Static Target
In this section we will show how the UAV team shifts the centre of their orbits towards a common valuep(t) that converges to the target position p(t) whenṗ(t) = 0. In this simplified case, since the target has a constant position, the tracking problem turns into a localisation problem. The results presented in this section subsumes the preliminary ideas presented in a previous paper [18] and addresses some critical limitations identified in the same paper. What is more, these results underpin the generalisation of the technique for moving targets presented in the next section.
In the considered scenario, the components of the team are initially deployed on the same circle (the algorithm tolerates small deviations from the circle). The algorithm operates iteratively, and each iteration consists of three phases, reported in 
Generation of Local Measurements
Local measurements are generated by each UAV having the target in sight by fusing the data measured through the camera with the previous estimate. If the i-th UAV detects the target within the FOV of its camera, the bearing offset η i (t) at time t can be measured directly from the image. This is the case when the target is closer than a given distance R max and the bearing error is smaller than η max (see Figure 1 ). R max and η max depend on the features of the camera, the geometric configuration of camera and UAV, and on the height of the agents. Recalling that each agent aligns the principal axis of its camera with the radius of its orbit (see Figures 1 and 2 ), η i (t) is given by the angle between r and the line-of-sight. By the right hand rule, η i (t) is positive in counter-clockwise direction. We will denote with m i (t) the measure of p(t) of the i-th UAV at time t. We compute the centre measure m i (t) using the estimated centre of the orbitp i (t) and the bearing information η i (t), as
where κ > 0 is a tuning gain, sat
l i,⊥ is the unit vector orthogonal to the line-of-sight and directed towards it, and λ i = Λ r sin |η i (t)| > 0, 0 < Λ < 2 (see Figure 2) . Notice that the measure m i (t) is obtained by increasing the current centre
. This increment coincides with the thick arrow in Figure 2 . Its length is tuned by the gain κ, while its direction (orthogonal to the line-of-sight) is computed using the bearing measure η i (t) and the GPS measure since the target position is unknown. Furthermore, if the UAV moves along l i,⊥ in order to havep(t + 1) = m i (t), the centre is made to approach the target provided that the increment (i.e., the length of the thick arrow in Figure 2 ) is small enough; this is the role of the saturation function.
Distributed Estimation
In the second phase, the UAVs propagate the measurements to their neighbours. Each UAV can then use this information to update the estimated positionp i (t) of the target (which coincides with the desired position of the centre of its circular orbit). This step is carried out by using the distributed estimation algorithm proposed in [19] . This algorithm is applicable to any sensors network and produces at each node the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate, i.e., the optimal weighted least-squares (WLS) solution. In general, if y i (t) denotes a (local) measure collected by the i-th agent, the algorithm executed by the i-th agent using the measures y j (t), j ∈ N i (t), returns y i,ML , which is a local (i.e., known by the agent i) approximation of the actual ML estimate y ML . We adopt the Metropolis weighting method for this algorithm, which is proved to be very fast in terms of convergence rate (e.g., for the problem at hand, after five iterations the difference with respect to the true ML is negligible).
In general, the distributed ML estimate is always achieved at each node if the number of iterations approaches infinity, if the collection of communication graphs is jointly connected (consider that the set of r graphs {G 1 , . . . , G r } is jointly connected if the graph G = ∪ r i=1 G i is connected), and if this connection occurs infinitely often. Roughly speaking, this condition implies only that in the long-term the graph is jointly connected. However, if some communication link fails permanently, the only convergence requirement is that the surviving agents belong to a connected graph. This very mild assumption is supposed to be valid for the problem at hand. An interesting property of the chosen algorithm is that even the intermediate estimates, i.e., before convergence, are unbiased. Another property is that the algorithm still works even if the number of UAVs that contributes to the estimate changes in time due to channel communication faults or FOV constraint violation.
In our application, the inputs of the estimation algorithm are the measures computed locally by means of (2). More precisely, the i-th agent uses the information m j (t), j ∈ N i (t) and, after f ≥ 5 communication steps, the algorithm returns a common measure m i,ML (t) ≈ m ML (t), ∀i = 1, . . . , n.
Position Update
After the application of the algorithm, the i-th agent updates the centre of its circular orbit using its best approximation m i,ML (t) computed in a distributed way at Phase 2, i.e.,
The trajectory controller then moves the agent along an orbit with the new updated centre on the basis of the positioning strategy presented in Section 5.
Convergence Results
In order to solve the problem as defined in Section 2.2, the algorithm described above has to ensure that the centresp i (t) of the circular orbits of the UAVs will eventually converge to p(t) = p 0 , i.e., static target. This is guaranteed by the following result.
Theorem 1 (Target localisation).
Suppose that the target has a fixed position p(t) = p 0 and that the cameras do not have limits on the FOV. If the centres of the orbits are updated as in (4), n ≥ 3 and the robots are in distinct positions, then lim
for all i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
Proof. We first notice that if the target position p 0 lies on the line passing through the current i-th centrê p i (t) and the i-th agent, it follows that the local measurement law (2) is m i (t) =p i (t) (see Figure 2) . Suppose now for simplicity that the WLS algorithm has converged, then, according to (4),
i.e., each measure m i is closer to the target than the current common centrep(t). Consider the convex envelop of all measures m i (t), which forms a polygon Π on the plane. Since m ML (t) =p (t + 1) is its centroid (because of the properties of the WLS), there always exists an agent j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
Strictly speaking, (7) states that agent j proposes a measure that is worse than the ML estimate of the formation. Assume now that agent j proposes the worst measure; this is the farthest point of Π from the target and it is one of its vertexes. By combining (6) and (7), it finally results that
Equation (8) proves that the common centre estimatep(t + 1) after the update at time t + 1 is closer to the target position p(t) thanp(t), i.e., the convergence of the estimates towards the actual value.
If the WLS has not converged yet, thanks to the property of intermediate estimates, Equation (7) can be replaced by p i (t + 1) − p(t) ≤ m j (t) − p(t) , i.e., the local result of the WLS algorithm p i (t + 1) still improves the measure m j of the worst agent j. Then, Equation (8) is replaced by
hence, each centre asymptotically converges to the target position p(t) = p 0 , as in the previous case.
Notice that Theorem 1 is similar to the theorem reported in [18] . However, it is based on (2) that removes the constraint on the measures to be collected (i.e., R min in [18] ).
For n ≤ 2, Theorem 1 does not hold. Indeed, it may happen that p(t) =p(t) lies on the line passing through the estimatep(t) and the agent(s), but still η i (t) = 0, i = 1, 2, which implieŝ p(t + 1) =p(t). Moreover, there is no guarantee that after the centre update lawp i (t + 1) = m i,ML (t), ∀i, there still exists at least one agent that senses the target due to the limited FOV: In that case the distributed algorithm would be at deadlock. To overcome both these limitations, a rotation around the circle centred inp(t) is superimposed to the agents.
Corollary 1.
Suppose that the target has a fixed position p(t) = p 0 , and that n ≥ 1 UAVs move along the circle by taking at least 3 measures per revolution. If the centres of the orbits are updated via the distributed WLS algorithm and (4) is adopted, then
for all i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, i.e., the target is tracked even if less than n = 3 agents are used.
Corollary 1 ensures that even if there is only one UAV moving accordingly to the centre update lawp 1 (t + 1) = m 1,ML (t) that after the update does not sense the target at time t + 1, we would havê p 1 (t + 2) =p 1 (t + 1). Since the centre does not change, its FOV (a triangle, according to Figure 1a) will sweep a circular area per revolution centred in the orbit of the UAV and larger or equal to the surface covered by the circular orbit. Since after the update the centre will be closer to the target, there will be a finite time in which the target will be inside the FOV in one revolution. Of course, to avoid singular configurations (p 1 (t) = p(t) and η 1 (t) = 0 from different locations on the circle), it is sufficient to have at least 3 different measures per revolution. Holding for one UAV, it follows that n > 1.
Notice that the results of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 still hold even if the measurements based on (2) are corrupted by some additive white and normally distributed noise ε i (t).
Distributed Visual Servoing: Dynamic Target
For the case of moving targets, we assume to use the same measurement model (2) used for static targets. The main difference is thatṗ(t) = 0, which implies a possible inefficiency of a non-Bayesian approach such as the distributed WLS. Our solution is based on the iterative distributed implementation of a distributed Kalman filter (DKF) for a generic sensors network in [10] , shortly described as follows. Suppose we need to estimate the state x of a dynamic system
where x ∈ R m , A ∈ R m×m is the dynamic matrix, u ∈ R p is the input, B ∈ R m×p is the input matrix, w ∈ R p is the process noise and G ∈ R m×p . A, B and G(t) may be time varying. The sensor i collects a noisy measure z i :
where z ∈ R q , H i is the gain of the i-th sensor and v i ∈ R l is the i-th measurement noise. w and v i are supposed zero-mean Gaussian noises. The DKF executed by the i-th agent takes as input the measure z i (t) and produces a filtered estimate of the statex i (t), by exchanging the local estimates through the communication channel. Again, if t → +∞, the common minimum variance estimatê x 1 (t) =x 2 (t) = · · · =x n (t) =x(t) is produced by the DKF.
Target Tracking
Theorem 1 holds only for a static target since relation (6) does not hold ifṗ(t) = 0. In this case, the target tracking can be obtained by combining the WLS distributed filter with the DKF just introduced to estimate both the target position and velocity [20] . We model the target as a generic second-order system with state x(t) = [p(t) T ,ṗ(t) T ] T in (11) . However, in the simulations, the real target dynamics will be more complex than the second-order system implemented in the filter (see Section 6.2). For observability reasons, the DKF needs at least the measurement of the target position p(t) that should be used in (12) . This information cannot be extracted from a single measurement, but it can be reconstructed using the distributed paradigm. Thereby, our solution is to use the results of the target localisation described in Section 3 as measurement. The rationale of this choice is that (7) is still verified in the presence of a moving target, since the output m i,ML (t) of the distributed WLS algorithm improves the measure of the worst agent and reduces the uncertainty contribution ε i (t) associated with measurement model (2). The tracking algorithm can then be thought as the cascade of two stages:, i.e., approaching and tracking, as explained below.
In the approaching stage, first static target localisation is performed by applying the distributed WLS on a predefined number of sensor readings.
In the following tracking stage at each time step t, the agent i computes the following operations:
1.
Compute the measurement m i (t) from η i using (2); 2.
Execute one step of the WLS algorithm with m i (t) as an input and produce m i,ML (t); 3.
Run the DKF algorithm using as inputs z i (t) = m i,ML (t) returned by the WLS. The output is the estimatex i (t) of the target state (position and velocity);
4.
Run again one step of the WLS algorithm using the statesx i (t) estimated by the DKF in the previous step as inputs (y i computed in Phase 2 of the algorithm in Section 3). In accordance with the notation introduced in Section 3, the outputx i,ML (t) is a local approximation of the ML estimate between the inputsx j (t), j = 1, . . . , n;
5.
The updated centre position and velocity are then given by
Remark 1 (Interpretation of the approaching stage). The approaching stage consists of a first rough localisation of the target. The roughness of the localisation process comes from the fact the target is moving. Indeed, by direct Euler integration of the second order system in (11) with sampling time ∆ t , we have
Moreover, we define ρ(t)
, and, since from Theorem 1 we have that relation (9) still holds true, we can safely state that if
. In other words, if the motion of the target is negligible with respect to the displacement of the orbit centre generated by the algorithm, the common centre will converge on the target. In such a case (which is experimentally verified in Section 6), if the target is far from the UAVs common orbit centre, the target is approached correctly.
Remark 2 (Interpretation of the tracking stage).
In the tracking stage, a DKF is used to handle the motion of the target. The input z i = m i,ML (t) is computed by running one step of the localisation algorithm in Section 3.4, which is considered then as a single distributed sensor. Then one step of the DKF is carried out. It has to be noted that the estimatesx i (t), ∀i, can be fairly different. To ensure that the centres of the orbits are close, i.e., p 1 (t) ≈p 2 (t) ≈ · · · ≈p n (t), the DKF is finally followed by another step of WLS.
A final remark is on whiteness of the noise that affects the measures of the DKF, i.e., the independence property of the Gaussian process generating the measurement noise v i (t) in (12) . We notice that the autocorrelation of the noise tends to a Dirac delta (white noise) if the gain κ is sufficiently large, i.e., greater than 5. The noise has been obtained by combining the noise ε i (t) that affects the values based on (2), i.e., yaw and position of the robot based on magnetometer and GPS receiver, respectively, and the bearing error η i sensed by the camera.
Distributed Positioning
In the previous sections, we have discussed a distributed strategy to shift the centre of a formation of robots deployed on a circle so it reaches a target. As regards the motion of the UAV on the circular orbit, Zhao et al. [17] have shown that the optimal condition requires that the UAV sensors are equally spaced on the circle. To obtain this result, we can combine the translation motion of the centre of the circle with a rotational motion of the agents [18] . The i-th UAV computes its position set-point by using the position and velocity of pairs of neighbour UAVs to compute the correct rotation on the circle, and then by superimposing this circular motion to a translation towards the estimated centrep i (t).
For a static target or, equivalently, for the approaching phase, only the position of the centre given by the local update rule in (4) is used. For dynamic targets during the tracking phase, the translation is computed using both the estimated positionp i (t) and velocityṗ i (t) of the target, which are available through the application of the DKF. After a motion vector is computed, the execution of the motion is delegated to the trajectory-following algorithm shipped with the UAV [16] .
Rendezvous
The problem of how to attract on a circular orbit the UAVs that are initially far away can be thought of a problem, in which the agents have to eventually converge to the same circular orbit.
After an initial phase in which the UAVs patrol the area independently, suppose that the i-th UAV spots the target. The application of the algorithm described earlier guarantees that UAV i will evolve on a circular orbit with the target in its centre. Consider a generic element j of the team, with j = i. Depending on the communication range, on the distances and on the presence of occlusions, we can have at each step three situations (the case in which UAV j does not see the target and does not communicate with i is not relevant since j has just to continue the search):
1.
UAV j does not see the target but it communicates with UAV i; 2.
UAV j sees the target, but does not communicate with UAV i; 3.
UAV j sees the target and communicates with UAV i.
In the first case, UAV i communicates the circle and UAV j executes a point-to-point motion using its navigation algorithm. In the second case, UAV j evolves toward the circular orbit independently (just as UAV i does). The convergence toward the rendezvous is in this case "physical" and is pivoted by the target. In the third case, the UAV takes advantage of the consensus strategy ensuring a faster and more robust converge toward the goal. The rendezvous between UAVs i and j is guaranteed as long as at each step one of these three conditions is verified. Moreover, as long as the communication range is greater than or equal to the orbit radius, the system will asymptotically converge toward a situation in which the third scenario is the most frequent.
Simulation Results
The performance of the proposed algorithm for both static and moving target localisation is presented in this section. In all the simulations reported, a variable number n of drones has been adopted. Realistic parameters have been used for the UAV dynamic and sensing systems. The maximum velocity of each agent isξ max i = 13 m/s, which is the declared maximum velocity for a commercial Parrot UAV [21] . Moreover, the dynamic model proposed by Mahony et al. [16] has been used. The FOV maximum aperture is set to η max = ±30 • . The UAV positions are measured by standard GPS receivers, with a zero-mean, normally distributed uncertainty with standard deviation equal to 2 cm, as reported in [22] .
Tracking Performance

Set-Up
In the first set of simulations, we suppose that, at the beginning, the UAVs are randomly deployed on a circle, whose centre is located 18 m away from the target. The bearing noise affecting the camera measures is supposed to exhibit a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 1 • . This also comprises the magnetometer uncertainty, as described in [23] . The wireless communication range is set to 60 m. The simulations are run with a time step of 0.05 s. At each time step, each UAV sends 3 messages and receive all the messages sent by its neighbours. This implies that the distributed estimation algorithm described in Section 4 is run once per time step. The aim of these simulations is to compare the tracking performance of the WLS algorithm in Section 3.4 (hereafter called static) with the algorithm described in Section 4 (hereafter called dynamic). To this purpose, a high sampling rate was used. The performance index is the average steady-state estimation uncertainty, i.e., the steady state Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). This is obtained by averaging the results of 50 different simulations. Both the static and the dynamic localisation algorithms have been tested with a moving target whose dynamic is given bẏ
where d = 20 m, ω = 0.0285 Hz, I 2 is the bi-dimensional identity matrix, and
The initial condition is x(0) = [0, 0, 0, 0] T . This way, a challenging periodic "8" shaped trajectory is obtained. The values of parameters d and ω are based on the maximum velocity of the agents. The Kalman filter has been implemented by supposing constant target acceleration in the model, and initialised by setting a standard deviation of the acceleration noise equal to 0.01 m/s 2 . Figure 4 shows the RMSE between the common centre positionp(t) and the real position of the target as a function of the number of drones, i.e., the RMSE of p(t) − p(t) for a time greater than 20 s. As expected, the larger the number of UAVs, the better the performance. The main outcomes are twofold. First, it is shown that the static algorithm works reasonably well for manoeuvring targets, hence its use in the Approaching stage of dynamic algorithm Section 4 is reasonable. Second, the effect of the DKF is remarkable since the same precision achieved using 12 drones for the static algorithm is attained with only 5 drones when the DKF is employed. As far as convergence is concerned, we have that the RMSE reaches the steady state in less than 4 s for n = 3, and in less than 1 s for n = 12 with both algorithms.
Analysis
To better highlight the advantages of the proposed algorithm, we have additionally set u(t) = 0 with initial condition x(0) = [0, 0, v, v] T , where v ∈ [0, 8] m/s. This way, a constant velocity, linear trajectory model has been simulated. Again, for each possible values of v, the test was repeated 50 times using n = 5 drones. As expected, the larger the velocity of the target, the better the performance of the dynamic algorithm with respect to the static one, which is a direct consequence of the adoption of the dynamic model in (11) . For numerical comparison, the static algorithm yields the RMSE ranging from 0.27 m for v = 0 to 0.9 m for v = 8 m/s, while, adopting the dynamic one, the RMSE grows almost linearly from 0.25 m for v = 0 to 0.62 m for v = 8 m/s.
Rendezvous
Set-Up
The proposed distributed strategy has been applied to solve the rendezvous problem as well. The bearing noise and the magnetometer noise are supposed to exhibit a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 1 • and 0.5 • , respectively. With such a choice for the noises, we have verified through the χ 2 test on 10 5 samples that the noises ε i (t) affecting (2) and the measurement noise v i (t) in (12) are Gaussian, in accordance with the DKF assumptions. The FOV maximum distance is set to R max = 30 m, while the radius adopted for the circular orbit is r = 15 m. The wireless communication range is set to 30 m, which is a reasonable value for short range radio modules (e.g., based on IEEE 802.15.4). In this case, the simulations time step is 1.0 s. At each time step, each UAV is supposed to send up to 3 messages and to receive all the messages sent by its neighbours. This implies that the distributed estimation described in Section 4 may run once per time step. This sampling rate is quite low and can be easily achieved in practice. The UAVs are initially randomly deployed in the patrolled area (which is 200 × 200 m 2 ) and they move to random positions (via point-to-point motion) inside this area looking for the target. Figure 5a reports the time evolution of the distances between each UAV and the circle centred in the target, which is supposed to have the dynamic given by (11) with x(0) = [0, 0, 0, 0] T , u(t) = 0. This means that static target is placed in the origin of the chosen planar reference frame. The Kalman filter has been initialised like in the previous simulations. It is evident that convergence time is longer than in the previous case due to the searching phase. However, all the UAVs converge eventually to the same location, hence solving the rendezvous problem. Moreover, during the transient phase it may happen that some distances decrease and increase continuously. This behaviour is a direct consequence of the UAVs limited FOV. In fact, it may happen that a robot passes through the desired circle without detecting the target. Figure 5b pictorially depicts the UAVs converging trajectories. We finally present the rendezvous problem for a target moving in man-like form. The model chosen for target motion is given bẏ
Analysis
where I 4 is the 4 × 4 identity matrix and u(t) = −α x 5 + w 5 (t) −α x 6 + w 6 (t) ,
withα > 0. Noise terms w 5 (t) and w 6 (t) exhibit zero-mean normal distributions, while x k denotes the k-th component of state vector x. In the simulations we setα = 10 −2 , while the standard deviation of w 5 (t) and w 6 (t) are set equal to 0.1 m/s 3 . The initial condition is x(0) = [0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1] T . This dynamic is a well established model for manoeuvring targets [24] [25] [26] , which is also used to model human motion [27, 28] . The model implemented in the Kalman filter is the previous double integrator. Again, all distances converge to zero, as expected even in this more challenging scenario (see Figure 6 ). 
Conclusions
A solution based on a distributed and fully decentralised control of a team of UAVs to optimise their ability to detect and to locate an unknown moving target is presented in this paper. The proposed algorithm relies on both a very robust and simple bearing-only visual servoing technique and a consensus scheme fusing a Maximum Likelihood algorithm and a Kalman filter. The simulation results clearly show that the proposed solution is viable and effective in any possible initial configuration of the drones with respect to the target and it works efficiently also for the rendezvous problem. The algorithm accuracy depends on the number of agents. In particular, for a given application-dependent steady-state positioning uncertainty, the minimum number of agents to be used can be determined. In future, the proposed solution could be extended to the case of fixed-wing drones and it could be implemented on real robotics agents.
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